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“The church and the world need mature and
well-balanced priests, fearless and generous
pastors, capable of closeness, listening and
mercy.” 1

Boston College
sponsored a Seminar
on Priesthood and
Ministry for the
Contemporary Church.

The goal was to deepen the theology of
priesthood that began
to emerge at the
Second Vatican
Council, especially the
relationship between
ordained ministry and
the priesthood of all
the baptized, and the
three-fold ministry of
word, sacrament and
pastoral service.
The seminar’s 12 participants (listed at the
end) included priests
and laity, men and
women, scholars and
pastoral formators.

Pope Francis has stated repeatedly his
desire to breathe fresh air into the theology
and practice of the ordained priesthood.
That desire aligns Pope Francis with the
Second Vatican Council (1962-1965),
which recognized that “the often vastly
changed circumstances of the pastoral and
human scene” required a renewed theology
of the priesthood.2 In addressing that need,
the council retrieved neglected riches of the
church’s tradition, interpreting them in light
of the contemporary context.
“To Serve the People of God,” which is the
fruit of Boston College’s Seminar on
Priesthood and Ministry for the
Contemporary Church, sponsored by the
School of Theology and Ministry and the
Department of Theology at Boston College,
also aspires to present the priesthood in
ways attentive to both the faith of the
church and current circumstances.
The seminar that produced the text was a
two-year project exploring the history, theology and practice of the ordained priesthood with in the wider ministerial life of the
Catholic community.
Gathered together for research and discussion in the seminar were women and men
who are lay and ordained theologians and
ministers working in pastoral and academic
settings.

In its composition and way of proceeding,
the seminar embodied what this text itself
promotes: the collaboration of all ministers
for the sake of the church’s mission in the
world.
This paper seeks to encourage conversation
about the priesthood and contribute to the
church’s discernment of appropriate theology and practices of formation for future
priests. The text focuses particularly on
diocesan priests and their formation.
If priests are to be “shepherds with the
‘smell of the sheep,’” as Pope Francis
urges, suitable formation is of primary
importance.3 Pope Francis seeks priests
willing “to serve the people of God, to serve
the poor, men and women who are outcasts
living on the fringes of society to serve children and the elderly.”4 Programs of formation should nurture and channel that
willingness.
Formation for the priesthood is an essential
enterprise of the church. It flows from an
understanding of the ways in which the
ordained priesthood participates in the life
of the church and its mission in the world.
The arguments and conclusions in this text
echo Vatican II’s retrieval of the ecclesial
identity of priests. This perspective interprets the specificity of priests within their
relationship to the community of faith and
the mission shared by all the baptized.
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When such a perspective is lacking, as has happened in Catholic
history, ordination can appear to create a gulf between priests
and the other members of the church, with whom priests form
the one body of the baptized.
Similarly, a concentration on functions unique to priests also
runs the risk of isolating priests from the community of faith or
even of defining priests in terms of power over the community.
If priesthood becomes a path to power, priests can understand
themselves as gatekeepers of “discipline, rules and organization,” rather than as disciples among disciples. 5
Programs of formation can shape priests attuned to shared service within the community of faith rather than control over it. To
do so, these programs must be underpinned by the wisdom of
the theological tradition and committed to the church’s “responsibility of reading the signs of the times and interpreting them in
the light of the Gospel.”6
Signs of the times, of course, are many and varied. They are also
often unique to countries and cultures. For that reason, Vatican
II acknowledged that “the wide diversity of peoples and countries” requires local churches to develop programs of formation
fashioned for their own context.7
This text has its grounding in the Catholic Church in the United
States of America, a grounding whose distinctive contours likewise require a particular approach to the ministry and formation
of diocesan priests. The authors of this paper recognize that its
analysis will not be fully applicable beyond the United States
but hope that its approach may be beneficial for other local
churches as they reflect on ecclesial ministry.
As part of the wider civic community, Catholics in the United
States experience a range of influences whose impact is manifold and momentous. Those influences encompass ever-widening disparities in social, educational and economic opportunity,
and also debates on race, gender, marriage and climate change.
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The effects of technology, including the ramifications of social
media on perceptions of truth, also affect members of the church
as much as any other group in civil society. In addition, some
contemporary social developments in the United States, notably
the exponential increase in Hispanic immigrants and the shedding of religious affiliations by the “nones,” have immediate
implications for all ministers within the Catholic community.8

The church and the world need
mature and well-balanced priests,
fearless and generous pastors,
capable of closeness,
listening and mercy.
Pope Francis

The present moment of Catholic history adds its own list of
issues with specific consequences for the church’s ordained
ministry. Prominent among topics that call for urgent attention
by programs of formation is the sustained and growing demand
that all baptized men and women be able to share responsibility
and participate together in the church’s life and ministries. The
continuing damage done by clerical sexual abuse, including the
radically flawed ways in which bishops responded to survivors
of abuse, is also highly significant for the future of priesthood.
The increasing gap between the number of Catholics in parishes
and the number of priests ministering in those parishes is another area of the church’s life that must engage anyone concerned
about the future of the diocesan priesthood.9 The fact that the
declining number of priests coincides with the burgeoning of lay
ecclesial ministry, whose roots are in Vatican II’s recovery of
the centrality of baptism, makes plain that the future of the
church’s ministry will not simply duplicate its past or even its
present.10
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To Serve The People of God:
Lay ministry is not a substitute or competitor for the ministry of
ordained priests but rather a gift of the Holy Spirit and an integral part of the church’s mission today. Imagining and implementing policies and practices conducive to more effective
collaboration between various forms of ministry as well as the
thriving of each particular form, is essential for the life and mission of the Catholic community.

The members of the seminar are confident that the Christian
community and its leaders, guided by the Holy Spirit and united
in faith, hope, and love, will exercise the wisdom and courage
essential to the construction of a future rich in possibilities, a
future embodying all that the grace of God enables.

“To Serve the People of God” adds its analysis of priestly ministry and its suggestions for the future to the body of official
works that have accompanied the church’s reflection on priestly
life since the 1960s. What began at Vatican II with
Presbyterorum Ordinis and Optatam Totius has continued with
Pastores Dabo Vobis (1992), The Directory on the Ministry and
Life of Priests (1994), and numerous other sources that include
most recently “The Gift of the Priestly Vocation” (2016).
For Catholics in the United States, the local application of those
texts has come through the Program of Priestly Formation (1st
edition: 1991; 5th: 2005; 6th: expected in 2019).
This paper situates its discussion within the church’s current
discipline and teaching.

Part 1 Ministry in the Life of the Church

While this stance may disappoint those who believe that there
can be no future for the priesthood without the ordination of
women and married men, the consensus fidelium, the “breathing-together” of the whole church, does not yet exist in relation
to those possibilities. 11

The Second Vatican Council showcased God’s self-revelation in
love as the foundation of Christian life, faith and worship. This
section of “To Serve the People of God” frames the church’s
mission and ministry, including the ordained priesthood, in light
of that revelation.

Irrespective of who is to be ordained, however, the community
of faith must be clear in its understanding and expectations of
priestly ministry. It is this imperative that the paper prioritizes,
leaving other questions to the ongoing discernment of the
church.

The text connects all ecclesial ministries to the church’s mission
to embody and mediate grace in the world. As it pursues that
mission, the church must ensure that the practice of ministry and
programs of formation for ministry respond to the movement of
the Holy Spirit in different cultural and historical contexts.

Affirming that continuity in faith differs from immutability, “To
Serve the People of God” looks toward a creatively faithful
future for the church’s ordained ministry.12
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Mission of the Triune God

To the eyes of faith, creation reveals God as life-giver (Rom
1:19-20). God gives life as an act of love, establishing a relationship with all that exists. In the covenants with Israel,
covenants that God initiates, the breadth and depth of God’s
love take shape in a singular promise, “I will walk among you
and be your God, and you shall be my people” (Lv26:12).13
In Jesus Christ, “the mediator and the fullness of revelation,”
Christians recognize the climax of God’s self-communication in
love and the fulfillment of God’s covenant promise. 14
In Jesus, through the Holy Spirit, God the Father “in his great
love speaks to humankind as friends and enters into their life, so
as to invite and receive them into relationship with himself.”15
In Jesus, God reveals the justice, mercy and compassion
emblematic of God’s reign. As crucified and risen, Jesus guarantees that the life-giving word of God will speak the final word
in the story of creation, leading to its fulfillment in God’s realized kingdom.
The unique mission of the Holy Spirit is to be the “Advocate”
(Jn 14:16), the Spirit of truth, who “reminds” (Jn 14:26) humanity of the teaching of Jesus and of all that God has accomplished
in Christ. In doing so, the Spirit “offers everyone the possibility
of sharing in this paschal mystery in a manner known to God.”
16
The Spirit extends God’s creative and saving love by empowering the followers of Jesus Christ to live in the world as his disciples: “Christ is now at work in human hearts by the power of
his Spirit; not only does he arouse in them a desire for the world
to come but he quickens, purifies and strengthens the generous
aspirations of humankind to make life more humane and to conquer the earth for this purpose.”17
Grace encapsulates God’s life-giving love that draws all creation into communion with God the Father, through Christ and
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the Spirit. As the self-offering of the God who has reconciled all
things in Christ (2 Cor 5:18), grace can overcome all alienation
and division. Without inhibiting human freedom, grace draws
humanity into an ever-deepening communion with God and
with God’s creation through love, peace, generosity and the
other gifts that express the Presence of the Spirit (Gal 5:22).
These gifts, accessible even amid the present-day ambiguities of
human life, offer a fore taste of God’s fulfilled reign.
Church as a Community for Mission

The Christian tradition, while acknowledging the universality of
grace, professes the church to be a unique expression of God’s
effective love in the world. Since Christ and the Spirit are its
“co-instituting” principles, the church is more than a human
organization. At the same time, the church, even as it embodies
grace in history, is never less than a human organization. To illuminate the church’s paradoxical identity, Vatican II refers to the
church as being “in the nature of a sacrament,” a term that links
grace with the church’s historical and social existence.19
As sacrament, the Christian community is “a sign and instrument, that is, of communion with God and of unity among all
people. 20
As sacrament, the church “received the mission of proclaiming
and establishing among all peoples the kingdom of Christ and of
God, as she is, on earth, the seed and beginning of that kingdom.”21 There is then an irreducible bond between the church’s
sacramentality and its mission:
“All those who in faith look toward Jesus, the author of salvation and the principle of unity and peace, God has gathered
together and established as the church that it may be for each
and every one the visible sacrament of this saving unity (with
God).”22
To accomplish their mission, members of the church “are to
share with all people the spiritual goods of this life and the life
to come.”23
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The church’s sacramental identity shapes its existence as a visible community, a structured body of faithful disciples.24
Reflecting God’s Trinitarian life, grace forms the church as a
people who, through sharing the Holy Spirit received in baptism, are to be one, holy, catholic and apostolic. The church’s
unity is that of a communion, a unity of difference that witnesses to the catholic dimension of God’s grace, which “is neither
divisive nor oppressive but gathers up genuine difference in an
inclusive wholeness.”25
Effective unity and catholicity in the church require ongoing
conversion to deeper holiness as well as creative fidelity to the
apostolic tradition; these are all sure signs of the Spirit.

The integrity of the church in history,
no less than the robustness
of its mission, requires that
all the baptized
appropriate their call
to be disciples of Jesus Christ
through the Holy Spirit.
The community of the church is a “pilgrim” people, simultaneously inseparable from history and oriented toward the fullness
of God’s kingdom.26 As such, the Christian community experiences not only the ways in which God’s reign is already evident
in the world but the human and ecclesial realities still requiring
the transformation that God’s Spirit can accomplish.
Discerning how they might embody this life-giving Spirit more
faithfully and creatively in each time and place is integral to the
pilgrimage that the church’s members undertake.

To sustain its pilgrimage and guide its discernment, the community of the church turns constantly to the liturgy, especially the
eucharistic liturgy, in which “grace is poured forth upon us as
from a fountain.”27 Through the word and sacrament of the
liturgy, the Spirit strengthens communities and their individual
members to live the Gospel with greater freedom and deeper
dedication to mercy, compassion and generosity.
The integrity of the church in history, no less than the robustness
of its mission, requires that all the baptized appropriate their call
to be disciples of Jesus Christ through the Holy Spirit. The relationship with Jesus Christ, “the way, and the truth and the life”
(Jn 14:6), is the heart of the discipleship. Through grace, that
relationship gradually transforms disciples: “It is not longer I
who live, but Christ who lives in me (Gal 2:20).
Since the Spirit operates in manifold ways, discipleship is a
multifaceted activity: It ranges from serving “the least of these”
(Mt 25:24) to making “a defense to anyone who calls you to
account for the hope that is in you” (1 Pt 3:15). In all of its
forms, discipleship engages history and culture: “We go out
toward God only by entering into the world.”28
Discipleship is nurtured within the communion of the church.
As the first generation of Christians “were together and had all
things in common” (Acts 2:44), so the members of today’s
church are to “witness also by their believing life together.” 29
The nurturing of disciples in order that the whole church might
be a sacrament “for the life of the world “(Jn 6:51), provides the
context for understanding the role of ministry in the ecclesial
community.
Ministry Within the Mission of the Church
Ministry is fundamentally ecclesial, emerging from the life of
the church and its mission.30 The Pauline letters emphasize that
through the Spirit all forms of ministry are for the sake of the
community of faith: for the “one body” (Rom 12:4); “the common good” (1 Cor 12:7); and “God’s church” (1 Tm 3:5).
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These texts make clear that minis try is not inward-looking but
at the service of the church’s engagement with the world. Thus
understood, ministry is “the vocation of leading disciples in the
life of discipleship for the sake of God’s mission in the
world.”31

therefore, lies in forms of service that aid the realization of the
church’s mission, a mission that takes on new requirements in
an ever-changing world. Building on that description, the following section of the paper explores the principal features of the
ministry that the church’s ordained priests exercise.

Ministers are disciples before they are ministers; they remain
disciples even as they engage in ministry. Ministry does not substitute for the mission of all disciples but strengthens the members of the Christian community to enact in their specific
circumstances the faith, hope and love that the Spirit empowers.
Ministry does not substitute for the mission of all disciples but
strengthens the members of the Christian community to enact in
their specific circumstances the faith, hope and love that the
Spirit empowers.

Part 2 A Profile of the Well-Formed Priest

As an ecclesial act, ministry requires the conversion of ministers
to the grace of Jesus Christ at the heart of the church and a continual deepening of their bonds to the ecclesial community.
Consequently, participation in ministry for both lay and
ordained ministers is neither a promotion beyond the ranks of
the baptized nor an indicator of superior holiness.
What is unique to ministers is their particular relationship to
other members of the body of the church:
“Ordered church ministry is a reality broader than the ministry
of the ordained (though inclusive of it) and narrower than
Christian discipleship. Ordered ministry refers to any and all
ministries that, once formally undertaken, draw one into a new
ecclesial relationship within the life of the church; in undertaking an ordered ministry, one is ecclesially repositioned.”32
Ministers, priests included, are to serve the community of baptized disciples in its responsibility for the one mission of the
church in the world.
For the sake of the church’s mission, ministers guide and support the members of the body of Christ, encouraging them to
respond to the Spirit of their baptism. The heart of ministry,

The ministerial effectiveness of ordained priests is interwoven
with their growth in personal maturity and Christian discipleship. In identifying why this is so, Part 2 offers a profile of
priests who embody those characteristics. The relational dimension of the priesthood is integral to this profile: Relationships
shape priests, as they do all people. For priests, the relationships
with the Trinitarian God and with the people of God are pivotal.
Priests Within the Community of Disciples
Ordination, when situated within a relational approach to the
priesthood, can never be understood simply as a ritual event that
is independent of the humanity, faith and the capacity for service that formation seeks to nurture and enhance in seminarians.33 As an act of the ecclesial community, ordination builds
on the sacraments of Christian initiation that launch all disciples
on their journey of faith and service.
For all the baptized, the journey of discipleship has a priestly
dimension: “Persevering in prayer and praising God, (disciples
of Christ) should present themselves as a sacrifice, living, holy
and pleasing to God.”34
Holy orders, however, adds a new dimension to the discipleship
of priests: “Priests by the anointing of the Holy Spirit are signed
with a special character and conformed to Christ the priest in
such a way that they can act in the per son of Christ, the
head.”35 In the context of the ordination, character indicates a
particular relationship between Christ and the priest within the
ecclesial community. The grace of this relationship enables and
empowers priestly ministry.
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Just as baptism and confirmation, the other sacraments to which
“character” applies, establish the identity of believers as disciples, orienting them to share in the church’s mission, the char
acter of holy orders is also for mission. Through the grace of
ordination, priests “exist and act in order to proclaim the Gospel
to the world and to build up the church in the name and person
of Christ, the head and shepherd.”36
This expanded identity of priests, which repositions them within
the community of faith, is for the sake of the community’s mission. Priests, in short, are to “promote the baptismal priesthood
of the entire people of God leading it to its full ecclesial realization.”37
As ministers of word, sacrament and service, priests are “sent to
give what one cannot give on the basis of natural resources or
powers.”38 Since the relationship with Christ and the Spirit initiates and sustains priestly ministry, that ministry summons
priests to grow in holiness: “The very holiness of priests is of
the greatest benefit for the fruitful fulfillment of their ministry.”39
An ever-deepening conversion to Christ and the Spirit nurtures
priests as ministers of God’s merciful presence in the world:
“Mercy is our way of making the entire life of God’s people a
sacrament. Being merciful is not only a way of life,’ but ‘the
way of life.’”40
For priests themselves, an appreciation of God’s mercy for others and for themselves can cultivate freedom from the dangers
of “workaholism,” acquisitiveness and clericalism. The latter
“forgets that the visibility and sacramentality of the church
belong to all the people of God, not only to the few chosen and
enlightened.”41
To support and deepen the ongoing conversion to grace, fruitful
priestly ministry requires sustenance from relationships within
the Christian community and the wider world. For priests, as for
all disciples, it is “the faith, hope and love of their friends and

companions in discipleship who will sustain and renew their
deeper needs in faith, hope and love.”42
The capacity for relationships marked by mutual support, challenge and forgiveness is important not merely for the psychological health of priests but for the effectiveness of their
ministry:
“True ministry must be mutual. When the members of a community of faith cannot truly know and love their shepherd, shepherding quickly becomes a subtle way of exercising power over
others and begins to show authoritarian and dictatorial traits.”43
This feature of well-formed priests makes plain why human formation must be “the basis of all priestly formation.”44
Priestly Ministry and the Goals of Formation
It is possible to distill from Vatican II and the teaching of the
church since the council five central aspects of priestly ministry.
The next section of this text focuses on those five aspects, identifying not only their foundation in the relationship that priests
have to God and the community of faith but also their implications for programs of formation.
1. The priest as preacher.
Since evangelization is a pressing challenge for the church
today, particularly in the age of digital communication and
social media, preaching is at the heart of priestly ministry.
Indeed, Vatican II designated the authentic proclamation of the
word of God in Scripture as the “primary duty” of priests.45
This proclamation requires priests to be committed to growth as
“a living contemplation of the word and not simply a cultic technician or manager.” 46
The word of God that priests are to proclaim to others must first
touch their own lives and stimulate continuing conversion to
Jesus Christ. The priest as preacher must be “a person of faith
speaking.”47 For effective preaching, this person of faith must
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recognize “the complex social, political and economic forces
that are shaping the con temporary world.” This context touches
the lives of priests as much as those to whom they preach.48

It is essential that anyone ordained to presbyteral ministry have
the capacity to preach the Gospel with the creativity that
engages people’s lives while also being faithful to the good
news proclaimed in the liturgical readings. Since a homily seeks
to be “a kind of music that inspires encouragement, strength and
enthusiasm,” it necessitates education both in a theology that
can speak to contemporary men and women and in an appropriate set of communication and pedagogical skills.49
Pope Francis stresses that “the homily is the touchstone for
judging a pastor’s closeness and ability to communicate to his
people.”50 Preaching that does not express such qualities greatly inhibits the effectiveness of priestly ministry. Indeed, a priest
unable to preach well would be a contradiction in terms.
2) The priest as leader of worship and prayer.
A key element in the ministry of any priest is liturgical presiding
and being a “prayer” in various ecclesial and civic settings. The
role of priests in the liturgy “is not simply to engage ‘in a ceremony.’”51 In presiding at the liturgy, priests “gather the community through Gospel and blessing into the common ritual
action ... so that the communion of the church as the body of
Christ and Christ’s presence in this communion of Spirit may
truly be expressed.”52
While priests fulfill a unique role in presiding at the liturgy,
fruitful participation in the church’s worship for priests, as for
all members of the Christian community, is inseparable from
their life of faith, their relationship with the church and their
manner of engagement with the wider world.
Even the enrichment that priests are offered through the
Eucharist comes to them more as recipients of that Eucharist
alongside their sisters and brothers in the Christian community

rather than only as a consequence of presiding at the eucharistic
liturgy.53
3) The priest as collaborative leader.
Collaboration brings into relief the fact that “Christian initiation
gives us a shared but differentiated responsibility for the life and
mission of the church, and calls us to work together on equal
terms.”54
Respect for this “differentiated responsibility” challenges ministers in their work with each other and with the wider community to accept not only that “our different vocations and gifts are
complementary and mutually enriching” but that “we are
accountable to each other for how we work and what we do.”55
The forms of ecclesial ministry that have emerged since the
Second Vatican Council have increased markedly the opportunities for collaboration between priests and other ministers.
The many laymen and women who have discerned vocations to
these ministries and engaged enthusiastically in theological,
spiritual, pastoral and personal formation are the “co-workers”
of the ordained. 56 As such, lay ministers bring gifts that can
enhance the ministry of the church.
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It is certainly true that the pastoral experience and insights of
priests often enable them to mentor their lay colleagues, but
effective leadership in this new context also requires from
priests an openness to learn from, work with and support other
ecclesial ministers, seeing in this collaboration, even in its challenges, a gift to their own ministry.
All candidates for ordination must be prepared to work positively and equitably with women, who make up the majority of lay
ecclesial ministers. The likelihood that priests will appreciate
the leadership of women in ministry increases when women —
single, married and religious — have played a significant and
positive role in dioc esan seminaries. The experiences and
insights of women can be a rich resource for formation programs, offering a broader vision than the one that prevails when
the ordained alone are the architects and agents of formation.
4) The priest as a public representative of the church
The sacrament of orders is an action of Jesus Christ and the
Holy Spirit through the church. The ministry of ordained
priests, then, is always an ecclesial ministry: “As an activity of
the church, pastoral office can only represent and act in the
name of the Lord when it represents the life of faith of the
church.”57
As ecclesial ministers, priests represent the teaching, values and
wisdom of the church to the wider world. This ecclesial dimension also has a particular expression in the relationship between
the priest and the bishop.58
A consequence of the representative role of priests is that the
wider civic and non-Catholic public often judges the church by
the words and actions of priests. This fact requires priests to be
worthy representatives of the faith community by exercising
responsibility in matters extending from sexuality to the use of
time and to honest stewardship of personal and communal
finances. 59

5) The priest as practitioner of pastoral charity.
Recognizing that priests, as part of the complex modern world,
could be “perplexed and distracted by the multiplicity of tasks
facing them,” Vatican II identified the exercise of “pastoral
charity” as the means by which priests could integrate their
lives.60 The council stressed that pastoral charity could become
the hallmark of priests only if priests committed themselves to
“penetrating ever more intimately through prayer into the mystery of Christ.”61
If priests are to manifest the “joy of the Gospel,” they must
embody the love and mercy of God in consistent and recognizable ways. That responsibility, Pope Francis contends, is a consequence of the relationship between priests and Jesus: “When
we let ourselves be chosen by Jesus, it is to serve: to serve the
people of God, to serve the poor, men and women who are outcasts, living on the fringes of society, to serve children and the
elderly.”62
Pope Francis is clear that such service requires priests willing
and able to encourage and nurture the people to whom they minister. He is likewise clear that encouragement and nurture differ
from control over people and from any claim to be the sole
sources of all wisdom among God’s people:
“Do we support them and accompany them, overcoming the
temptation to manipulate them or infantilize them? Are we constantly open to letting ourselves be challenged in our efforts to
advance the good of the church and her mission in the
world?”63
Priests must discern, individually and collectively, how they are
to maintain the priority of pastoral ministry in the midst of other
demands. Such discernment becomes particularly necessary
when “the routine of inner church business” threatens to extinguish “the flame of the primordial responsibility to proclaim the
Gospel, the joyful news.”64
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When “busyness” becomes a defining mark of priests, priestly
ministry suffers: “Everybody knows that we are busy, but I
don’t think this is what we want them to know about us, not
really, not first of all. We want them to know that we love them,
that we are there for them in the ups and downs of their daily
life.”65

The need for priests able to give priority to pastoral charity in a
world of competing demands is no less critical now than at the
end of the council. The endeavor to satisfy that requirement
underscores the importance of forma tion for ministry, the
theme on which the next section of “To Serve the People of
God” concentrates.
Part 3 Shaping the Future
The primary claim of the previous section is that creative and
collaborative priestly ministry in service of the church requires
priests committed to ongoing growth in faith and human maturity. The following pages identify ways in which programs of
formation might aid the emergence of such priests, priests likely
to provide effective ministry for the church’s present and future.
Formation for Effective Priestly Ministry Formation summarizes the multifaceted — human, spiritual, intellectual and pastoral — and multistage — initial, seminary and ongoing —
process that nurtures the church’s ordained ministers prior to
and after ordination. 66 While the elements of formation draw
on myriad sources of human wisdom, Jesus himself, God’s love
incarnate in human history through the Holy Spirit, is the model
for the integration of those elements.
Thus, formation prompts priests to “deepen their love for Christ,
the good shepherd, pattern their lives on his, [and] be ready to
go out into the highways of the world to proclaim to all Christ
the way, the truth and the life.”67
Ever since the Council of Trent mandated in 1563 that local
bishops should establish “a perpetual seminary of ministers of
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God,” the formation of diocesan priests has largely taken place
in seminaries.

Although diocesan seminaries have nurtured many skilled and
compassionate pastors, the enclosed settings of the seminary,
often insulated from the everyday world of families, budgeting,
commuting, and even grocery shopping and laundry, can isolate
seminarians.68
This section of the text explores how seminaries might achieve
richer outcomes for the church’s mission by harvesting the spectrum of gifts available in the wider ecclesial community.
In its review of key areas of formation, the material in this section broadens the scope, personnel and duration of the process
of formation beyond what prevails currently in diocesan seminaries. The section makes the case that the formation of effective priests must be a priority for the whole church, not merely
for bishops and priests themselves.
Aligned with this focus, the material that follows also emphasizes the necessity of ongoing formation, an emphasis that
underscores formation as a lifelong activity, rather than one that
concludes with ordination. A further concentration of the following pages is the need for formation programs to be alert to
the social context and other factors that shape the church of
today and will influence the church of tomorrow.
1) Vocations and recruitment.
The choice of candidates for formation has an impact on every
aspect of seminary life and priestly ministry. This fact rein
forces the urgency of discernment about the vocation of candidates for ordination. As Pope Francis notes, bishops in particular must accept responsibility for this discernment, resisting the
pressure to increase numbers by accepting candidates indiscriminately:
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“Today we have so many problems and in many dioceses
because some bishops made the mistake of taking those who at
times have been expelled from other seminaries or religious
houses because they need priests. Please! We must consider the
good of the people of God.”69
This text has connected “the good of the people of God” to all
that serves the church’s mission. Pope Francis high lights missionary service as the test of authenticity for all Christians: “The

ultimate criterion on which our lives will be judged is what we
have done for others. Prayer is most precious, for it nourishes a
daily commitment to love.”70
Consistent with that focus, candidates for ordination must
embrace the mutuality between priestly ministry and the
church’s missionary mandate to love and serve others.
Accordingly, the community of faith must seek out and encourage candidates who are able to connect their faith with a life of
self-giving: “Let the students most clearly realize that they are
not destined for a life of power and honors but to be dedicated
wholly to the service of God and pastoral ministry.”71
The holiness integral to priestly ministry does not require a
choice between personal spirituality and a life of service,
between commitment to God and commitment to God’s people.
Holiness develops by holding together these two commitments.

Consequently, all those engaged in guiding the discernment and
formation of diocesan seminarians must challenge forms of
piety that tend toward a disembodied “perfection” or neglect
engagement with the world in which the Holy Spirit is at work:
“It is not healthy to love silence while fleeing interaction with
others, to want peace and quiet while avoiding activity, to seek
prayer while disdaining service.”72
Since diocesan priests must value communion and be people
who seek to unite differences for the sake of a shared discipleship, the capacity for relationship with a variety of women and
men should be evident in those entering diocesan seminaries.73
A principal task in assessing applicants for the seminary, therefore, must be discerning the presence of the human qualities
conducive to the building of positive relationships.

Psychological screening can make a major contribution to this
process of discernment. Affirming the value of such screening
recognizes that the capacity for healthy human relationships can
reveal the presence of the Spirit, under scoring that grace is
always an incarnate reality: “Far from being timid, morose,
acerbic or melancholy, or putting on a dreary face, the saints are
joyful and full of good humor. Though complete ly realistic,
they radiate a positive and hopeful spirit.”74
2) Initial and seminary formation
Although the seminary is the primary venue for academic and
pastoral formation leading to ordination, spiritual and human
formation can begin prior to philosophical and theological studies. Whatever the venue of formation, the likelihood that a program of formation will produce positive outcomes depends in
large measure on the willingness of candidates to engage in “a
journey of faith and of gradual and harmonious maturity.”75
Openness to formation manifests itself in qualities of trust, generosity, patience and the desire to be with people and to serve
them.
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Given the demands of contemporary culture, it is imperative
that human formation be a priority in the earliest stages of
preparation for priestly ministry. Human formation aims at the
“affective maturity” that arises from “convinced and heartfelt
obedience to the truth of one’s own being,’ to the meaning of
one’s own existence.”76
Affective maturity is as essential to ministerial effectiveness as
theological knowledge and the other goals of formation: “In
order that (their) ministry may be humanly as credible and
acceptable as possible, it is important that (priests) should mold
(their] human personality in such a way that it becomes a bridge
and not an obstacle for others in their meeting with Jesus Christ,
the redeemer of humanity.”77
Psychosexual development is a key component of affective
maturity, a component whose importance the sexual abuse crisis
has brought into sharp relief. Accordingly, initial and seminary
formation must directly promote alternatives to “the celibate
cloak of silence” that discourages attention to issues of sexuality.78
An atmosphere in which particular theologies of the priesthood
lead to a lack of transparency or damaging repression in sexual
matters leaves priests and the wider church vulnerable to a repetition of the behaviors that have damaged many lives and the
good standing of the church in recent decades.79 History shows
unequivocally that the failure to address such issues has only
deleterious outcomes.

Since priests must be able to relate appropriately and comfortably with both men and women, it is essential that formation
programs not limit themselves only to contributions from the
ordained. The talents and insights of as wide a cross section of
the church’s members as possible are required to prepare priests
for the world and church they will serve.
One aspect of current programs of formation for diocesan seminarians that warrants serious reconsideration is the relationship
between the living situation of seminarians and the place where
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they study. Present practice in the United States generally privileges the seminary as the venue for all aspects of formation,
thereby separating diocesan seminarians from lay and religious
candidates for ministry, even though they are all undertaking
similar philosophical and theological studies.

If, however, candidates for ordination study in universities and
theological centers with others who are preparing for ministry,
the shared learning is likely to contribute to a healthy future for
ministry in the church, a future in which collaboration and coresponsibility are typical. This development could come about
while also respecting that the residence of seminarians may be
specific to their formation.
The benefits that accrue when diocesan seminarians and those
in formation for lay ecclesial ministry are able to study together
argue for the importance of adopting this approach whenever
possible.
This change would introduce diocesan seminarians to the gifts
and talents of those with whom they will work as ministers. It
would also open them to a greater diversity in theologies and
convictions than is likely to be common in diocesan seminaries.
This diversity can be enriching; it certainly reflects the reality of
the church in which the ordained will serve.
As such, the experience of diversity offers a means by which
those activities of the seminary that focus on personal and spiritual formation could find both verification and challenge. With
this in mind, diocesan authorities must ensure that “efforts to
maintain old structures, houses and programs that are no longer
viable in their present forms,” do not preclude the possibility of
creative and future-oriented approaches to formation.80
3) Ongoing formation
As professionals — a term that acknowledges the training and
responsibility of priests, and is fully reconcilable with vocation
— priests require formation that is life-long.
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In order to preach effectively and express the merciful compassion of God in their ministry, priests need consistent spiritual
direction and attention to their spiritual lives. They require also
updated theological reflection and continued development in

side more creatively and be more enthusiastic in animating local
communities, its benefits flow ultimately to the whole church.

Since the whole Christian
community shares through baptism
in Christ’s threefold ministry
as priest, prophet and shepherd,
ordained priests must also be ready
and able to collaborate
with those they serve.

Priests today- and certainly tomorrow-cannot be “lone rangers.”
The willingness to work collaboratively with others, men and
women who are volunteers and also those who are formally
engaged as lay ecclesial ministers, is necessary for effective
ministry.

key areas of ministry, including presiding, counseling and pastoral planning.
Too often, programs for ongoing formation lack both the support of bishops and the commitment of priests themselves.
Indeed, among the latter there can be an “intergenerational
unwillingness” to participate in ongoing formation.81 The
heavy demands that conscientious priests face can also subvert
ongoing formation. It is vital, therefore, that diocesan authorities work with priests to create a culture in which priests value
post-ordination development and bishops encourage it.
Since opportunities for ongoing formation can involve the
absence of priests from their communities, it is crucial that bishops and priests help the members of those communities to recognize the importance of formation activities.
That recognition can aid acceptance of the short-term disruption
of normal schedules that the absence of priests may require.
Since ongoing formation can enable priests to preach and pre-

4) Environment of ministry

Since the whole Christian community shares through baptism in
Christ’s threefold ministry as priest, prophet and shepherd,
ordained priests must also be ready and able to collaborate with
those they serve.
Collaboration is more than simply a useful means to accomplish
tasks: It is a way in which priests can be “sincere in their appreciation and promotion of laypeople’s dignity and of the special
role the laity have to play in the church’s mission.”82
Collaboration, then, is an act of faith in the Spirit at work in the
whole church.
Collaboration can be challenging. It necessitates receptivity to
possibilities that come from beyond oneself and requires the
readiness to “cross borders that protect one’s safe space, dispel
illusions of being invulnerable and in total control, and surrender the inviolability of one’s good idea.”83 As such, the imperative of collaboration and partnership in ministry reinforces the
importance of a spiritual life that embraces an identity formed
by being part of a shared mission, an identity that reflects God’s
own existence as a loving communion.
The contemporary reality of cultural diversity is another aspect
of the church’s life in the United States that requires creativity
from diocesan priests and those seminarians preparing for the
diocesan priesthood. A willingness to learn from other cultures
is a necessary prerequisite for priests to evoke the gifts for ministry present throughout all groups in the church.84
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5) Openness to the future

The church’s ordained ministry has a history precisely because
it has changed over time. This fact suggests that further change
can be expected as the future unfolds. In particular, it is clear
that the presence and gifts of large numbers of women in ministry today, a phenomenon that, as this paper has noted, has
moved the practice of ministry into new territory, ensures that
“there can be no future for the church which women have not
had a pivotal hand in shaping.”85
Among other prospects for change in the immediate future is the
possibility of priestly ordination of mature married men (viri
probati), an issue currently canvassed in various parts of the
church.
It is imperative that priests and those in formation for ordination
embrace the reality of change and look toward the unknowable
future with hope rather than with anticipatory despair. Pope
Benedict XVI stresses for all members of the church the irreducible importance of hope: “Only the great certitude of hope
that my own life and history in general, despite all failures, are
held firm by the indestructible power of Love and that this gives
them their meaning and importance, only this kind of hope can
then give the courage to act and persevere.”86
To meet the opportunities and challenges of the present and the
future, priests and the church as a whole require such hope,
which is inseparable from courage, discernment, and an
engaged and deep faith in the Holy Spirit’s guidance of the pilgrim community.
Conclusion
Pope Francis cautions that ministry can lead to priests being
“exhausted, broken into a thousand pieces, moved and even
‘consumed by the people.”87 He notes too that priests who “go
out and give (the) people what was entrusted to (priests),” can
experience that the people to whom they minister “will make
(priests) rejoice in that hundredfold which the Lord has prom-
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ised to those who serve him.”88 Those two seemingly contradictory statements from Pope Francis point to the way that
priestly ministry reflects the central paradox of Christian faith:
that life and death are inseparably connected.
There have been many expressions of “death” for the priesthood
in recent decades, the sexual abuse crisis and the reduction in
vocations being the most obvious ones. While acknowledging
those deficits, this text, echoing what the Second Vatican
Council initiated, has featured the seeds of life in the current
theology and practice of the priesthood, seeds present especially
in the renewed appreciation of the ministry of the word and the
opportunities for collaboration with lay ecclesial ministers.
Above all, the approach in this work has emphasized that the
ecclesial nature of the priesthood, its share in the mission proper
to the whole church, is integral to its thriving.

“To Serve God’s People” is hopeful about the future of the
priesthood. This hope reflects the conviction, mentioned in the
introduction, that consensus regarding the profile of a wellformed priest can provide a foundation for discussion of all
issues that affect the ordained priesthood.
To support the church’s discernment that particular people have
received a call from God to minister as ordained priests, this text
has outlined five characteristics essential for effective priestly
ministry:
a) The capacity to preach the word of God in ways that
nurture the faith, hope and love of the disciples of Christ.
b) The ability to lead the Christian community in lifeenhancing prayer and worship.
c) The willingness and aptitude to be a collaborative leader
among lay ecclesial ministers and the whole people of
God.
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d) The disposition to lead an exemplary life of discipleship
within the ecclesial community.
e) The commitment to practice pas toral charity in service of
the Gospel.
The specifics of the priesthood’s future, like all aspects of the
church’s life, are unknown (and unknowable). Nonetheless, the
God who desires to make all things “new” (Rv 21:5), the God
who is “eternal newness,” empowers the church, through the
Spirit, to construct a path to the future.89 The analysis of the
priesthood in this text offers a con temporary theological analysis for the church to consider as it takes up its task. In so doing,
the text encourages the embrace of Pope Francis’s oft-repeated
promotion of “boldness”:
“Complacency is seductive; it tells us that there is no point in
trying to change things, that there is nothing we can do, because
this is the way things have always been and yet we always manage to survive. ...
“Yet let us allow the Lord to rouse us from our torpor, to free us
from our inertia. Let us rethink our usual way of doing things;
let us open our eyes and ears, and above all our hearts, so as not
to be complacent about things as they are but unsettled by the
living and effective word of the risen Lord.”90
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I have set you an example that you should do as I have done for you.
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